
NANOS

Preferred PM: Trudeau 34, Scheer 28, Unsure 18, Singh 9, 
May 8, Bernier 2, Blanchet 2
Nightly Tracking, three day rolling average ending September 15th, 2019
Released September 16th, 2019
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Trudeau ahead.  Scheer 
trending upwards on 
preferred PM measure as 
undecided decline.

Nik Nanos
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NANOS #ELXN43 3

A national dual-frame (land+cell) 
random telephone survey is 
conducted nightly by Nanos 
Research throughout the campaign 
using live agents.  Each evening a 
new group of 400 eligible voters are 
interviewed.  The daily tracking 
figures are based on a three-day 
rolling sample comprised of 1,200 
interviews.  To update the tracking a 
new day of interviewing is added and 
the oldest day dropped. The margin 
of error for a survey of 1,200 
respondents is ±2.8 percentage 
points, 19 times out of 20. 

Contact:  Nik Nanos nik@nanos.co
Ottawa: (613) 234-4666 x 237
Website: www.nanos.co
Methodology: 
www.nanos.co/method

Subscribe to the Nanos data portals 
to get access to detailed 
demographic and regional 
breakdowns. 

Question: Of the current federal political party leaders, could you please rank your top two current local 
preferences for Prime Minister? [ROTATE PARTY LEADERS] [First ranked response]
Source: CTV, Globe, Nanos nightly election tracking ending September 15th, 2019. The data below represents 
the weekly tracking for August, 2019. Nightly election tracking started on September 11th, 2019. 
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NANOS #ELXN43 4

A national dual-frame (land+cell) 
random telephone survey is 
conducted nightly by Nanos 
Research throughout the campaign 
using live agents.  Each evening a 
new group of 400 eligible voters are 
interviewed.  The daily tracking 
figures are based on a three-day 
rolling sample comprised of 1,200 
interviews.  To update the tracking a 
new day of interviewing is added and 
the oldest day dropped. The margin 
of error for a survey of 1,200 
respondents is ±2.8 percentage 
points, 19 times out of 20. 

Contact:  Nik Nanos nik@nanos.co
Ottawa: (613) 234-4666 x 237
Website: www.nanos.co
Methodology: 
www.nanos.co/method

Subscribe to the Nanos data portals 
to get access to detailed 
demographic and regional 
breakdowns. 

Question: Of the current federal political party leaders, could you please rank your top two current local 
preferences for Prime Minister? [ROTATE PARTY LEADERS] [First ranked response]
Source: CTV, Globe, Nanos nightly election tracking ending September 15th, 2019. The data below represents 
the weekly tracking for August, 2019. Nightly election tracking started on September 11th, 2019. 

PREFERRED PRIME MINISTER

Leader 2019-09-15 2019-09-14
4 Weeks   

Ago

High     
(Since 
Aug 2)

Low           
(Since Aug 2)

Trudeau 33.5% 33.8% 31.8% 34.5% 30.9%
Scheer 27.7% 25.4% 23.9% 27.7% 22.7%
Singh 9.1% 9.2% 7.5% 9.2% 6.7%
Blanchet 2.4% 2.1% 1.7% 3.8% 1.3%
May 7.6% 8.1% 8.4% 9.2% 7.6%
Bernier 1.9% 2.5% 2.5% 2.8% 1.6%
Unsure 17.8% 19.0% 24.1% 25.1% 17.8%

Preferred 
PM*

*Note: Order of federal party leaders listed in the table are based on the number of seats for 
each party in the House of Commons at Dissolution.

mailto:nik@nanos.co
http://www.nanos.co/
http://www.nanos.co/method
https://www.nanos.co/subscriptions-and-services/

Consider Liberal

		 		Would consider voting Liberal		Would not consider voting Liberal		Unsure

		8/2/19		0.472		0.377		0.151

		8/9/19		0.447		0.401		0.152

		8/16/19		0.457		0.405		0.138

		8/23/19		0.448		0.403		0.148

		8/30/19		0.476		0.371		0.153

		9/6/19		0.487		0.376		0.136

		9/13/19		0.514		0.378		0.108

		9/14/19		0.507		0.388		0.105

		9/15/19		0.485		0.410		0.105

		9/16/19

		9/17/19

		9/18/19

		9/19/19

		9/20/19

		9/21/19

		9/22/19

		9/23/19

		9/24/19

		9/25/19

		9/26/19

		9/27/19

		9/28/19

		9/29/19

		9/30/19

		10/1/19

		10/2/19

		10/3/19

		10/4/19

		10/5/19

		10/6/19

		10/7/19

		10/8/19

		10/9/19

		10/10/19

		10/11/19

		10/12/19

		10/13/19

		10/14/19

		10/15/19

		10/16/19

		10/17/19

		10/18/19

		10/19/19

		10/20/19









































































































































Would consider voting Liberal	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	437	22	43723	0.47199999999999998	0.44700000000000001	0.45700000000000002	0.44800000000000001	0.47599999999999998	0.48699999999999999	0.51400000000000001	0.50700000000000001	0.48499999999999999	Would not consider voting Liberal	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.377	0.40100000000000002	0.40500000000000003	0.40300000000000002	0.371	0.376	0.378	0.38800000000000001	0.41	Unsure	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.151	0.	152	0.13800000000000001	0.14799999999999999	0.153	0.13600000000000001	0.108	0.105	0.105	









Consider Conservative

		 		Would consider voting Conservative		Would not consider voting Conservative		Unsure

		8/2/19		0.403		0.431		0.165

		8/9/19		0.406		0.424		0.171

		8/16/19		0.416		0.427		0.157

		8/23/19		0.421		0.430		0.148

		8/30/19		0.396		0.450		0.154

		9/6/19		0.393		0.468		0.139

		9/13/19		0.423		0.457		0.120

		9/14/19		0.417		0.460		0.123

		9/15/19		0.424		0.460		0.116

		9/16/19

		9/17/19

		9/18/19

		9/19/19

		9/20/19

		9/21/19

		9/22/19

		9/23/19

		9/24/19

		9/25/19

		9/26/19

		9/27/19

		9/28/19

		9/29/19

		9/30/19

		10/1/19

		10/2/19

		10/3/19

		10/4/19

		10/5/19

		10/6/19

		10/7/19

		10/8/19

		10/9/19

		10/10/19

		10/11/19

		10/12/19

		10/13/19

		10/14/19

		10/15/19

		10/16/19

		10/17/19

		10/18/19

		10/19/19

		10/20/19



















































Would consider voting Conservative	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.40300000000000002	0.40600000000000003	0.41599999999999998	0.42099999999999999	0.39600000000000002	0.39300000000000002	0.42299999999999999	0.41699999999999998	0.42399999999999999	Would not consider voting Conservative	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.43099999999999999	0.42399999999999999	0.42699999999999999	0.43	0.45	0.46800000000000003	0.45700000000000002	0.46	0.46	Unsure	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.16500000000000001	0.17100000000000001	0.157	0.14799999999999999	0.154	0.13900000000000001	0.12	0.123	0.11600000000000001	









Consider NDP

		 		Would consider voting NDP		Would not consider voting NDP		Unsure

		8/2/19		0.334		0.484		0.182

		8/9/19		0.314		0.490		0.196

		8/16/19		0.323		0.485		0.192

		8/23/19		0.326		0.488		0.186

		8/30/19		0.349		0.458		0.192

		9/6/19		0.362		0.462		0.176

		9/13/19		0.331		0.516		0.152

		9/14/19		0.346		0.507		0.146

		9/15/19		0.318		0.542		0.140

		9/16/19

		9/17/19

		9/18/19

		9/19/19

		9/20/19

		9/21/19

		9/22/19

		9/23/19

		9/24/19

		9/25/19

		9/26/19

		9/27/19

		9/28/19

		9/29/19

		9/30/19

		10/1/19

		10/2/19

		10/3/19

		10/4/19

		10/5/19

		10/6/19

		10/7/19

		10/8/19

		10/9/19

		10/10/19

		10/11/19

		10/12/19

		10/13/19

		10/14/19

		10/15/19

		10/16/19

		10/17/19

		10/18/19

		10/19/19

		10/20/19



Would consider voting NDP	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.33400000000000002	0.314	0.32300000000000001	0.32600000000000001	0.34899999999999998	0.36199999999999999	0.33100000000000002	0.34599999999999997	0.318	Would not consider voting NDP	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.48399999999999999	0.49	0.48499999999999999	0.48799999999999999	0.45800000000000002	0.46200000000000002	0.51600000000000001	0.50700000000000001	0.54200000000000004	Unsure	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.182	0.196000000000000	01	0.192	0.186	0.192	0.17599999999999999	0.152	0.14599999999999999	0.14000000000000001	









Consider Bloc

		 		Would consider voting BQ		Would not consider voting BQ		Unsure

		8/2/19		0.318		0.565		0.117

		8/9/19		0.319		0.550		0.131

		8/16/19		0.315		0.558		0.128

		8/23/19		0.324		0.572		0.104

		8/30/19		0.309		0.579		0.113

		9/6/19		0.310		0.564		0.125

		9/13/19		0.285		0.573		0.142

		9/14/19		0.268		0.554		0.178

		9/15/19		0.263		0.580		0.156

		9/16/19

		9/17/19

		9/18/19

		9/19/19

		9/20/19

		9/21/19

		9/22/19

		9/23/19

		9/24/19

		9/25/19

		9/26/19

		9/27/19

		9/28/19

		9/29/19

		9/30/19

		10/1/19

		10/2/19

		10/3/19

		10/4/19

		10/5/19

		10/6/19

		10/7/19

		10/8/19

		10/9/19

		10/10/19

		10/11/19

		10/12/19

		10/13/19

		10/14/19

		10/15/19

		10/16/19

		10/17/19

		10/18/19

		10/19/19

		10/20/19



Would consider voting BQ	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.318	0.31900000000000001	0.315	0.32400000000000001	0.309	0.31	0.28499999999999998	0.26800000000000002	0.26300000000000001	Would not consider voting BQ	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.56499999999999995	0.55000000000000004	0.55800000000000005	0.57199999999999995	0.57899999999999996	0.56399999999999995	0.57299999999999995	0.55400000000000005	0.57999999999999996	Unsure	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.11700000000000001	0.131000000000	00001	0.128	0.104	0.113	0.125	0.14199999999999999	0.17799999999999999	0.156	









Consider Green

		 		Would consider voting Green		Would not consider voting Green		Unsure

		8/2/19		0.326		0.495		0.179

		8/9/19		0.31		0.506		0.184

		8/16/19		0.337		0.487		0.176

		8/23/19		0.331		0.482		0.187

		8/30/19		0.342		0.461		0.197

		9/6/19		0.354		0.459		0.187

		9/13/19		0.322		0.521		0.158

		9/14/19		0.322		0.515		0.163

		9/15/19		0.306		0.547		0.148

		9/16/19

		9/17/19

		9/18/19

		9/19/19

		9/20/19

		9/21/19

		9/22/19

		9/23/19

		9/24/19

		9/25/19

		9/26/19

		9/27/19

		9/28/19

		9/29/19

		9/30/19

		10/1/19

		10/2/19

		10/3/19

		10/4/19

		10/5/19

		10/6/19

		10/7/19

		10/8/19

		10/9/19

		10/10/19

		10/11/19

		10/12/19

		10/13/19

		10/14/19

		10/15/19

		10/16/19

		10/17/19

		10/18/19

		10/19/19

		10/20/19





Would consider voting Green	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.32600000000000001	0.31	0.33700000000000002	0.33100000000000002	0.34200000000000003	0.35399999999999998	0.32200000000000001	0.32200000000000001	0.30599999999999999	Would not consider voting Green	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.495	0.50600000000000001	0.48699999999999999	0.48199999999999998	0.46100000000000002	0.45900000000000002	0.52100000000000002	0.51500000000000001	0.54700000000000004	Unsure	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.17899999999999999	0.184	0.17599999999999999	0.187	0.19700000000000001	0.187	0.158	0.16300000000000001	0.14799999999999999	









Consider Peoples

		 		Would consider voting People's		Would not consider voting People's		Unsure

		8/2/19		0.082		0.649		0.269

		8/9/19		0.09		0.647		0.263

		8/16/19		0.102		0.638		0.26

		8/23/19		0.111		0.631		0.259

		8/30/19		0.103		0.632		0.265

		9/6/19		0.102		0.648		0.25

		9/13/19		0.102		0.705		0.193

		9/14/19		0.097		0.701		0.202

		9/15/19		0.094		0.718		0.188

		9/16/19

		9/17/19

		9/18/19

		9/19/19

		9/20/19

		9/21/19

		9/22/19

		9/23/19

		9/24/19

		9/25/19

		9/26/19

		9/27/19

		9/28/19

		9/29/19

		9/30/19

		10/1/19

		10/2/19

		10/3/19

		10/4/19

		10/5/19

		10/6/19

		10/7/19

		10/8/19

		10/9/19

		10/10/19

		10/11/19

		10/12/19

		10/13/19

		10/14/19

		10/15/19

		10/16/19

		10/17/19

		10/18/19

		10/19/19

		10/20/19



Would consider voting People's	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	8.2000000000000003E-2	0.09	0.10199999999999999	0.111	0.10299999999999999	0.10199999999999999	0.10199999999999999	9.7000000000000003E-2	9.4E-2	Would not consider voting People's	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.64900000000000002	0.64700000000000002	0.63800000000000001	0.63100000000000001	0.63200000000000001	0.64800000000000002	0.70499999999999996	0.70099999999999996	0.71799999999999997	Unsure	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.26900000000000002	0.26300000000000001	0.26	0.25900000000000001	0.26500000000000001	0.25	0.193	0.20200000000000001	0.188	









Preferred PM

		 		Justin Trudeau (Liberal)		Andrew Scheer (Conservative)		Jagmeet Singh (NDP)		Blanchet (Bloc)		Elizabeth May (Green)		Maxime Bernier (People's)		Unsure

		8/2/19		0.338		0.244		0.068		0.038		0.092		0.016		0.223

		8/9/19		0.314		0.250		0.070		0.018		0.085		0.019		0.243

		8/16/19		0.318		0.239		0.075		0.017		0.084		0.025		0.241

		8/23/19		0.309		0.251		0.067		0.014		0.087		0.026		0.246

		8/30/19		0.322		0.232		0.072		0.013		0.083		0.028		0.251

		9/6/19		0.336		0.227		0.074		0.014		0.081		0.024		0.244

		9/13/19		0.345		0.245		0.087		0.018		0.082		0.028		0.194

		9/14/19		0.338		0.254		0.092		0.021		0.081		0.025		0.19

		9/15/19		0.335		0.277		0.091		0.024		0.076		0.019		0.178

		9/16/19

		9/17/19

		9/18/19

		9/19/19

		9/20/19

		9/21/19

		9/22/19

		9/23/19

		9/24/19

		9/25/19

		9/26/19

		9/27/19

		9/28/19

		9/29/19

		9/30/19

		10/1/19

		10/2/19

		10/3/19

		10/4/19

		10/5/19

		10/6/19

		10/7/19

		10/8/19

		10/9/19

		10/10/19

		10/11/19

		10/12/19

		10/13/19

		10/14/19

		10/15/19

		10/16/19

		10/17/19

		10/18/19

		10/19/19

		10/20/19



Justin Trudeau (Liberal)	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.33800000000000002	0.314	0.318	0.309	0.32200000000000001	0.33600000000000002	0.34499999999999997	0.33800000000000002	0.33500000000000002	Andrew Scheer (Conservative)	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.24399999999999999	0.25	0.23899999999999999	0.251	0.23200000000000001	0.22700000000000001	0.245	0.254	0.27700000000000002	Jagmeet Singh (NDP)	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	6.8000000000000005E-2	7.0000000000000007E-2	7.4999999999999997E-2	6.7000000000000004E-2	7.1999999999999995E-2	7.3999999999999996E-2	8.6999999999999994E-2	9.1999999999999998E-2	9.0999999999999998E-2	Blanchet (Bloc)	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	3.7999999999999999E-2	1.7999999999999999E-2	1.7000000000000001E-2	1.4E-2	1.2999999999999999E-2	1.4E-2	1.7999999999999999E-2	2.1000000000000001E-2	2.4E-2	Elizabeth May (Green)	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	9.1999999999999998E-2	8.5000000000000006E-2	8.4000000000000005E-2	8.6999999999999994E-2	8.3000000000000004E-2	8.1000000000000003E-2	8.2000000000000003E-2	8.1000000000000003E-2	7.5999999999999998E-2	Maxime Bernier (People's)	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	1.6E-2	1.9E-2	2.5000000000000001E-2	2.5999999999999999E-2	2.8000000000000001E-2	2.4E-2	2.8000000000000001E-2	2.5000000000000001E-2	1.9E-2	Unsure	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.223	0.24299999999999999	0.24099999999999999	0.246	0.251	0.24399999999999999	0.19400000000000001	0.19	0.17799999999999999	









Leader - Trudeau

		 		Has qualities of a good leader		Does not have qualities of a good leader		Unsure

		8/2/19		0.485		0.389		0.126

		8/9/19		0.478		0.393		0.129

		8/16/19		0.477		0.390		0.133

		8/23/19		0.457		0.399		0.144

		8/30/19		0.467		0.389		0.144

		9/6/19		0.472		0.393		0.135

		9/13/19		0.511		0.371		0.118

		9/14/19		0.508		0.376		0.116

		9/15/19		0.496		0.402		0.102

		9/16/19

		9/17/19

		9/18/19

		9/19/19

		9/20/19

		9/21/19

		9/22/19

		9/23/19

		9/24/19

		9/25/19

		9/26/19

		9/27/19

		9/28/19

		9/29/19

		9/30/19

		10/1/19

		10/2/19

		10/3/19

		10/4/19

		10/5/19

		10/6/19

		10/7/19

		10/8/19

		10/9/19

		10/10/19

		10/11/19

		10/12/19

		10/13/19

		10/14/19

		10/15/19

		10/16/19

		10/17/19

		10/18/19

		10/19/19

		10/20/19



Has qualities of a good leader	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.48499999999999999	0.47799999999999998	0.47699999999999998	0.45660000000000001	0.46700000000000003	0.47199999999999998	0.51100000000000001	0.50800000000000001	0.496	Does not have qualities of a good leader	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.38900000000000001	0.39300000000000002	0.39	0.39900000000000002	0.38900000000000001	0.39300000000000002	0.371	0.376	0.40200000000000002	Unsure	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.126	0.129	0.13300000000000001	0.14399999999999999	0.14399999999999999	0.13500000000000001	0.11799999999999999	0.11600000000000001	0.10199999999999999	









Leader - Scheer

		 		Has qualities of a good leader		Does not have qualities of a good leader		Unsure

		8/2/19		0.372		0.333		0.296

		8/9/19		0.378		0.318		0.304

		8/16/19		0.372		0.316		0.312

		8/23/19		0.371		0.307		0.323

		8/30/19		0.366		0.334		0.3

		9/6/19		0.39		0.323		0.287

		9/13/19		0.407		0.355		0.238

		9/14/19		0.406		0.358		0.236

		9/15/19		0.41		0.366		0.224

		9/16/19

		9/17/19

		9/18/19

		9/19/19

		9/20/19

		9/21/19

		9/22/19

		9/23/19

		9/24/19

		9/25/19

		9/26/19

		9/27/19

		9/28/19

		9/29/19

		9/30/19

		10/1/19

		10/2/19

		10/3/19

		10/4/19

		10/5/19

		10/6/19

		10/7/19

		10/8/19

		10/9/19

		10/10/19

		10/11/19

		10/12/19

		10/13/19

		10/14/19

		10/15/19

		10/16/19

		10/17/19

		10/18/19

		10/19/19

		10/20/19



Has qualities of a good leader	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	4372	2	43723	0.372	0.378	0.372	0.371	0.36599999999999999	0.39	0.40699999999999997	0.40600000000000003	0.41	Does not have qualities of a good leader	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.33300000000000002	0.318	0.316	0.307	0.33400000000000002	0.32300000000000001	0.35499999999999998	0.35799999999999998	0.36599999999999999	Unsure	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.29599999999999999	0.30399999999999999	0.312	0.32300000000000001	0.3	0.28699999999999998	0.23799999999999999	0.23599999999999999	0.224	









Leader - Mulcair

		 		Has qualities of a good leader		Does not have qualities of a good leader		Unsure

		8/2/19		0.293		0.34		0.366

		8/9/19		0.306		0.33		0.363

		8/16/19		0.303		0.327		0.37

		8/23/19		0.276		0.337		0.387

		8/30/19		0.286		0.336		0.378

		9/6/19		0.284		0.337		0.38

		9/13/19		0.363		0.348		0.289

		9/14/19		0.384		0.342		0.274

		9/15/19		0.372		0.359		0.27

		9/16/19

		9/17/19

		9/18/19

		9/19/19

		9/20/19

		9/21/19

		9/22/19

		9/23/19

		9/24/19

		9/25/19

		9/26/19

		9/27/19

		9/28/19

		9/29/19

		9/30/19

		10/1/19

		10/2/19

		10/3/19

		10/4/19

		10/5/19

		10/6/19

		10/7/19

		10/8/19

		10/9/19

		10/10/19

		10/11/19

		10/12/19

		10/13/19

		10/14/19

		10/15/19

		10/16/19

		10/17/19

		10/18/19

		10/19/19

		10/20/19



Has qualities of a good leader	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.29299999999999998	0.30599999999999999	0.30299999999999999	0.27600000000000002	0.28599999999999998	0.28399999999999997	0.36299999999999999	0.38400000000000001	0.372	Does not have qualities of a good leader	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.34	0.33	0.32700000000000001	0.33700000000000002	0.33600000000000002	0.33700000000000002	0.34799999999999998	0.34200000000000003	0.35899999999999999	Unsure	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.36599999999999999	0.36299999999999999	0.37	0.38700000000000001	0.378	0.38	0.28899999999999998	0.27400000000000002	0.27	









Leader - Ouellet

		 		Has qualities of a good leader		Does not have qualities of a good leader		Unsure

		8/2/19		0.31		0.321		0.369

		8/9/19		0.326		0.307		0.367

		8/16/19		0.293		0.335		0.372

		8/23/19		0.287		0.351		0.362

		8/30/19		0.265		0.376		0.359

		9/6/19		0.278		0.338		0.383

		9/13/19		0.298		0.386		0.316

		9/14/19		0.332		0.384		0.283

		9/15/19		0.271		0.407		0.322

		9/16/19

		9/17/19

		9/18/19

		9/19/19

		9/20/19

		9/21/19

		9/22/19

		9/23/19

		9/24/19

		9/25/19

		9/26/19

		9/27/19

		9/28/19

		9/29/19

		9/30/19

		10/1/19

		10/2/19

		10/3/19

		10/4/19

		10/5/19

		10/6/19

		10/7/19

		10/8/19

		10/9/19

		10/10/19

		10/11/19

		10/12/19

		10/13/19

		10/14/19

		10/15/19

		10/16/19

		10/17/19

		10/18/19

		10/19/19

		10/20/19



Has qualities of a good leader	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43	722	43723	0.31	0.32600000000000001	0.29299999999999998	0.28699999999999998	0.26500000000000001	0.27800000000000002	0.29799999999999999	0.33200000000000002	0.27100000000000002	Does not have qualities of a good leader	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.32100000000000001	0.307	0.33500000000000002	0.35099999999999998	0.376	0.33800000000000002	0.38600000000000001	0.38400000000000001	0.40699999999999997	Unsure	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.36899999999999999	0.36699999999999999	0.372	0.36199999999999999	0.35899999999999999	0.38300000000000001	0.316	0.28299999999999997	0.32200000000000001	









Leader - May

		 		Has qualities of a good leader		Does not have qualities of a good leader		Unsure

		7/5/19		0.383		0.267		0.351

		7/12/19		0.369		0.273		0.358

		7/19/19		0.356		0.277		0.367

		7/26/19		0.363		0.274		0.363

		8/2/19		0.364		0.277		0.359

		8/9/19		0.377		0.281		0.342

		8/16/19		0.38		0.282		0.338

		8/23/19		0.376		0.281		0.343

		8/30/19		0.403		0.265		0.333

		9/6/19		0.392		0.267		0.341

		9/13/19		0.416		0.301		0.283

		9/14/19		0.409		0.315		0.276

		9/15/19		0.398		0.323		0.279

		9/16/19

		9/17/19

		9/18/19

		9/19/19

		9/20/19

		9/21/19

		9/22/19

		9/23/19

		9/24/19

		9/25/19

		9/26/19

		9/27/19

		9/28/19

		9/29/19

		9/30/19

		10/1/19

		10/2/19

		10/3/19

		10/4/19

		10/5/19

		10/6/19

		10/7/19

		10/8/19

		10/9/19

		10/10/19

		10/11/19

		10/12/19

		10/13/19

		10/14/19

		10/15/19

		10/16/19



Has qualities of a good leader	

43651	43658	43665	43672	43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.38300000000000001	0.36899999999999999	0.35599999999999998	0.36299999999999999	0.36399999999999999	0.377	0.38	0.376	0.40300000000000002	0.39200000000000002	0.41599999999999998	0.40899999999999997	0.39800000000000002	Does not have qualities of a good leader	

43651	43658	43665	43672	43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.26700000000000002	0.27300000000000002	0.27700000000000002	0.27400000000000002	0.27700000000000002	0.28100000000000003	0.28199999999999997	0.28100000000000003	0.26500000000000001	0.26700000000000002	0.30099999999999999	0.315	0.32300000000000001	Unsure	

43651	43658	43665	43672	43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.35099999999999998	0.35799999999999998	0.36699999999999999	0.36299999999999999	0.35899999999999999	0.34200000000000003	0.33800000000000002	0.34300000000000003	0.33300000000000002	0.34100000000000003	0.28299999999999997	0.27600000000000002	0.27900000000000003	









Leader - Bernier

		 		Has qualities of a good leader		Does not have qualities of a good leader		Unsure

		8/2/19		0.165		0.418		0.417

		8/9/19		0.179		0.413		0.407

		8/16/19		0.168		0.426		0.406

		8/23/19		0.165		0.426		0.409

		8/30/19		0.159		0.43		0.412

		9/6/19		0.157		0.444		0.4

		9/13/19		0.163		0.507		0.329

		9/14/19		0.170		0.512		0.318

		9/15/19		0.165		0.513		0.322

		9/16/19

		9/17/19

		9/18/19

		9/19/19

		9/20/19

		9/21/19

		9/22/19

		9/23/19

		9/24/19

		9/25/19

		9/26/19

		9/27/19

		9/28/19

		9/29/19

		9/30/19

		10/1/19

		10/2/19

		10/3/19

		10/4/19

		10/5/19

		10/6/19

		10/7/19

		10/8/19

		10/9/19

		10/10/19

		10/11/19

		10/12/19

		10/13/19

		10/14/19

		10/15/19

		10/16/19

		10/17/19

		10/18/19

		10/19/19

		10/20/19



Has qualities of a good leader	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.16500000000000001	0.17899999999999999	0.16800000000000001	0.16500000000000001	0.159	0.157	0.16300000000000001	0.17	0.16500000000000001	Does not have qualities of a good leader	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.41799999999999998	0.41299999999999998	0.42599999999999999	0.42599999999999999	0.43	0.44400000000000001	0.50700000000000001	0.51200000000000001	0.51300000000000001	Unsure	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.41699999999999998	0.40699999999999997	0.40600000000000003	0.40899999999999997	0.41199999999999998	0.4	0.32900000000000001	0.318	0.32200000000000001	









Index

				Liberal		Conservative		NDP		Green		Bloc		People's

		8/2/19		53.5		49.49		40.03		39.58		34.38		26.91

		8/9/19		52.63		50.74		40.26		39.76		35.23		27.74

		8/16/19		52.15		49.96		40.01		39.68		33.94		27.21

		8/23/19		51.24		51.11		39.31		39.91		33.14		27.38

		8/30/19		52.7		49.22		39.87		40.82		31.24		27.02

		9/6/19		52.38		49.335		39.63		40.74		31.62		26.61

		9/13/19		54.8		49.61		40.2		39.7		29.64		26.15

		9/14/19		54.37		49.06		40.66		39.36		31.88		26.15

		9/15/19		52.68		50.13		40.46		38.6		30.61		26.05

		9/16/19

		9/17/19

		9/18/19

		9/19/19

		9/20/19

		9/21/19

		9/22/19

		9/23/19

		9/24/19

		9/25/19

		9/26/19

		9/27/19

		9/28/19

		9/29/19

		9/30/19

		10/1/19

		10/2/19

		10/3/19

		10/4/19

		10/5/19

		10/6/19

		10/7/19

		10/8/19

		10/9/19

		10/10/19

		10/11/19

		10/12/19

		10/13/19

		10/14/19

		10/15/19

		10/16/19

		10/17/19

		10/18/19

		10/19/19

		10/20/19



Liberal	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	53.5	52.63	52.15	51.24	52.7	52.38	54.8	54.37	52.68	Conservative	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	49.49	50.74	49.96	51.11	49.22	49.335000000000001	49.61	49.06	50.13	NDP	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	40.03	40.26	40.01	39.31	39.869999999999997	39.630000000000003	40.200000000000003	40.6599999999	99997	40.46	Green	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	39.58	39.76	39.68	39.909999999999997	40.82	40.74	39.700000000000003	39.36	38.6	Bloc	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	34.380000000000003	35.229999999999997	33.94	33.14	31.24	31.62	29.64	31.88	30.61	People's	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	26.91	27.74	27.21	27.38	27.02	26.61	26.15	26.15	26.05	









Ballot

		 		LP		CP		NDP		BQ		GP		PPC

		8/2/19		0.367		0.308		0.161		0.037		0.093		0.014

		8/9/19		0.35		0.325		0.147		0.037		0.098		0.013

		8/16/19		0.346		0.314		0.146		0.042		0.100		0.017

		8/23/19		0.334		0.334		0.147		0.041		0.093		0.021

		8/30/19		0.354		0.313		0.157		0.044		0.103		0.016

		9/6/19		0.346		0.307		0.166		0.04		0.110		0.02

		9/13/19		0.354		0.328		0.157		0.036		0.095		0.024

		9/14/19		0.352		0.323		0.166		0.038		0.096		0.02

		9/15/19		0.34		0.344		0.164		0.044		0.078		0.023

		9/16/19

		9/17/19

		9/18/19

		9/19/19

		9/20/19

		9/21/19

		9/22/19

		9/23/19

		9/24/19

		9/25/19

		9/26/19

		9/27/19

		9/28/19

		9/29/19

		9/30/19

		10/1/19

		10/2/19

		10/3/19

		10/4/19

		10/5/19

		10/6/19

		10/7/19

		10/8/19

		10/9/19

		10/10/19

		10/11/19

		10/12/19

		10/13/19

		10/14/19

		10/15/19

		10/16/19

		10/17/19

		10/18/19

		10/19/19

		10/20/19



LP	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.36699999999999999	0.35	0.34599999999999997	0.33400000000000002	0.35399999999999998	0.34599999999999997	0.35399999999999998	0.35199999999999998	0.34	CP	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.308	0.32500000000000001	0.314	0.33400000000000002	0.313	0.307	0.32800000000000001	0.32300000000000001	0.34399999999999997	NDP	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	0.161	0.14699999999999999	0.14599999999999999	0.14699999999999999	0.157	0.16600000000000001	0.157	0.16600000000000001	0.16400000000000001	BQ	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	3.6999999999999998E-2	3.6999999999999998E-2	4.2000000000000003E-2	4.1000000000000002E-2	4.3999999999999997E-2	0.04	3.5999999999999997E-2	3.7999999999999999E-2	4.3999999999999997E-2	GP	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	9.2999999999999999E-2	9.8000000000000004E-2	0.1	9.2999999999999999E-2	0.10299999999999999	0.11	9.5000000000000001E-2	9.6000000000000002E-2	7.8E-2	PPC	

43679	43686	43693	43700	43707	43714	43721	43722	43723	1.4E-2	1.2999999999999999E-2	1.7000000000000001E-2	2.1000000000000001E-2	1.6E-2	0.02	2.4E-2	0.02	2.3E-2	







LP	1	CP	1	NDP	1	BQ	1	GP	1	PPC	1	









PPT Summary

				Party		9/15/19		9/14/19		Oct 18 2015 (Election)		4 Weeks Ago		High     (Since Aug 2)		Low           (Since Aug 2)				Range Max		Range Min				Check Max		Check Min

		Ballot*		Liberal		34.0%		35.2%		39.4%		34.6%		36.7%		33.4%				36.7%		33.4%				LOWER		HIGH

				Conservative		34.4%		32.3%		31.8%		31.4%		34.4%		30.7%				34.4%		30.7%				LOWER		HIGH

				NDP		16.4%		16.6%		19.7%		14.6%		16.6%		14.6%				16.6%		14.6%				LOWER		HIGH

				Bloc		4.4%		3.8%		4.6%		4.2%		4.4%		3.6%				4.4%		3.6%				LOWER		HIGH

				Green		7.8%		9.6%		3.4%		10.0%		11.0%		7.8%				11.0%		7.8%				LOWER		HIGH

				People's		2.3%		2.0%		--		1.7%		2.4%		1.3%				2.4%		1.3%				LOWER		HIGH

		*Note: Order of parties listed in the table are based on the number of seats for each party in the House of Commons at Dissolution.









				Leader		9/15/19		9/14/19		4 Weeks   Ago		High     (Since Aug 2)		Low           (Since Aug 2)						Range Max		Range Min				Check Max		Check Min

		Preferred PM*		Trudeau		33.5%		33.8%		31.8%		34.5%		30.9%						34.5%		30.9%				LOWER		HIGH

				Scheer		27.7%		25.4%		23.9%		27.7%		22.7%						27.7%		22.7%				LOWER		HIGH

				Singh		9.1%		9.2%		7.5%		9.2%		6.7%						9.2%		6.7%				LOWER		HIGH

				Blanchet		2.4%		2.1%		1.7%		3.8%		1.3%						3.8%		1.3%				LOWER		HIGH

				May		7.6%		8.1%		8.4%		9.2%		7.6%						9.2%		7.6%				LOWER		HIGH

				Bernier		1.9%		2.5%		2.5%		2.8%		1.6%						2.8%		1.6%				LOWER		HIGH

				Unsure		17.8%		19.0%		24.1%		25.1%		17.8%						25.1%		17.8%				LOWER		HIGH

		*Note: Order of federal party leaders listed in the table are based on the number of seats for each party in the House of Commons at Dissolution.









																				0.0%		0.0%

		Canada Party Power Index				This week		Last week		Oct 18 2015		4 Weeks Ago		12 Month High		12 Month Low				Range Max		Range Min				Check Max		Check Min

				Liberal		52.4		52.7		58.1		52.6		53.5		51.2				53.5		51.2				LOWER		HIGH

				Conservative		49.3		49.2		49.3		50.7		51.1		49.2				51.1		49.2				LOWER		HIGH

				NDP		39.6		39.9		49.8		40.3		40.3		39.3				40.3		39.3				LOWER		HIGH

				Bloc		31.6		31.2		31.5		35.2		35.2		31.2				35.2		31.2				LOWER		HIGH

				Green		40.7		40.8		30.4		39.8		40.8		39.6				40.8		39.6				LOWER		HIGH

				People's		26.6		27.0		--		27.7		27.7		26.6				27.7		26.6				LOWER		HIGH

		Party Consider				This week		Last week		Oct 18 2015		4 Weeks Ago		12 Month High		12 Month Low				Range Max		Range Min				Check Max		Check Min

				Liberal		48.7%		47.6%		54.7%		44.7%		48.7%		44.7%				48.7%		44.7%				LOWER		HIGH

				Conservative		39.3%		39.6%		39.3%		40.6%		42.1%		39.3%				42.1%		39.3%				LOWER		HIGH

				NDP		36.2%		34.9%		40.4%		31.4%		36.2%		31.4%				36.2%		31.4%				LOWER		HIGH

				Bloc		31.0%		30.9%		30.4%		31.9%		32.4%		30.9%				32.4%		30.9%				LOWER		HIGH

				Green		35.4%		34.2%		22.7%		31.0%		35.4%		31.0%				35.4%		31.0%				LOWER		HIGH

				People's		10.2%		10.3%		--		9.0%		11.1%		8.2%				11.1%		8.2%				LOWER		HIGH



		Has Qualities of a Good Political Leader				This week		Last week		Oct 18 2015		4 Weeks Ago		12 Month High		12 Month Low				Range Max		Range Min				Check Max		Check Min

				Trudeau		47.2%		46.7%		61.3%		47.8%		48.5%		45.7%				48.5%		45.7%				LOWER		HIGH

				Scheer		39.0%		36.6%		51.8%		37.8%		39.0%		36.6%				39.0%		36.6%				LOWER		HIGH

				Singh		28.4%		28.6%		57.2%		30.6%		30.6%		27.6%				30.6%		27.6%				LOWER		HIGH

				Blanchet		27.8%		26.5%		51.2%		32.6%		32.6%		26.5%				32.6%		26.5%				LOWER		HIGH

				May		39.2%		40.3%		36.4%		37.7%		40.3%		35.6%				40.3%		35.6%				LOWER		HIGH

				Bernier		15.7%		15.9%		--		17.9%		17.9%		15.7%				17.9%		15.7%				LOWER		HIGH

		Ballot				This week		Last week		Oct 18 (Election Call)		4 Weeks Ago		12 Month High		12 Month Low

				Liberal		Subscribers Only

				Conservative

				NDP

				Bloc

				Green

				People's
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SURVEY METHODOLOGY

A national random telephone survey of 1,200 Canadians is conducted by Nanos Research throughout the campaign 
over a three day period.  Each evening a new group of 400 eligible voters are interviewed.  The daily tracking figures are 
based on a three-day rolling sample comprised of 1,200 interviews.  To update the tracking a new day of interviewing is 
added and the oldest day dropped. The margin of error for a survey of 1,200 respondents is ±2.8 percentage points, 19 
times out of 20. 

The respondent sample is stratified geographically and by gender.  The data may be weighted by age according to data 
from the 2016 Canadian Census administered by Statistics Canada.  Percentages reported may not add up to 100 due to 
rounding.  
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TECHNICAL NOTE
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Element Description
Research sponsor CTV/Globe and Mail/Nanos Research

Population and Final 
Sample Size

1,200 Randomly selected individuals; three night rolling average of 
400 voters a night; closing weekend oversample. The interviews are 
compiled into a three day rolling average of 1,200 interviews, where 
each week the oldest group of 400 interviews is dropped and a new 
group of 400 interviews is added.

Source of Sample Dynata

Type of Sample Probability 

Margin of Error ±2.8 percentage points, 19 times out of 20.

Mode of Survey Tracking; RDD dual frame (land- and cell-lines) random telephone
survey.

Sampling Method Base The sample included both land- and cell-lines RDD (Random Digit 
Dialed) across Canada. 

Demographics 
(Captured)

Atlantic Canada, Quebec, Ontario, Prairies, British Columbia; Men and 
Women; 18 years and older.
Six digit postal code was used to validate geography. 

Demographics (Other) Age, gender, education, income

Fieldwork/Validation Live CATI interviews with live supervision to validate work.

Number of Calls Maximum of five call backs.

Time of Calls Individuals were called between 6:30-9:30pm local time for the 
respondent.

Field Dates September 13 to 15, 2019.

Language of Survey The survey was conducted in both English and French.

Standards

Nanos Research is a member of the Canadian Research Insights 
Council (CRIC) and confirms that this research fully complies with all 
CRIC Standards including the CRIC Public Opinion Research Standards 
and Disclosure Requirements. 
https://canadianresearchinsightscouncil.ca/standards/

Element Description

Weighting of Data

The results were weighted by age and gender using the latest Census 
information (2016) and the sample is geographically stratified to 
ensure a distribution across all regions of Canada. See tables for full 
weighting disclosure

Screening

Screening ensured potential respondents did not work in the market 
research industry, in the advertising industry,  in the media or a 
political party prior to administering the survey to ensure the integrity 
of the data.

Excluded 
Demographics

Individuals younger than 18 years old; individuals without land or cell 
lines could not participate.

Stratification

By age and gender using the latest Census information (2016) and the 
sample is geographically stratified to be representative of Canada. 
Smaller areas such as Atlantic Canada were marginally oversampled 
to allow for a minimum regional sample.

Estimated Response 
Rate 7 percent, consistent with industry norms.

Question Order
An open-ended national issue of concern question, party vote 
consideration questions and the ballot is asked ahead of the 
preferred PM question.

Question Content
This was module three of a nightly omnibus survey. The preceding 
modules were about unprompted national issues of concern and 
ballot preferences. 

Question Wording The question in the preceding report was written exactly as they were 
asked to individuals.

Research/Data 
Collection Supplier Nanos Research

Contact

Contact Nanos Research for more information or with any concerns 
or questions.
www.nanos.co
Telephone:(613) 234-4666 ext. 237
Email: info@nanosresearch.com.

https://canadianresearchinsightscouncil.ca/standards/
http://www.nanos.co/
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NANOS DATA PORTALS
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Subscribe now for just $4 a month ($48 for a 12 month subscription) to have unlimited access including national, 
regional, and demographic trend lines to the following dashboards in the political portal:

• Nightly 2019 Canadian Federal Election Tracking (August 2019 to present)
• Nightly Undecided Tracking (August 2019 to present)
• Nightly Preferred PM Tracking Canada (August 2019 to present)
• Nightly Party Power Index Tracking Canada (August 2019 to present)
• Nightly Consider Voting for the Liberal Party of Canada (August 2019 to present)
• Nightly Consider Voting for the Conservative Party of Canada (August 2019 to present)
• Nightly Consider Voting for the NDP of Canada (August 2019 to present)
• Nightly Consider Voting for the Green Party of Canada (August 2019 to present)
• Nightly Consider Voting for the Bloc Québécois (August 2019 to present)
• Nightly Consider Voting for the People's Party of Canada (August 2019 to present)

In addition to this, paid subscribers have access to the following Nanos Data Portals:

• Weekly Political Portal with Federal Data (2014 to present)
• Weekly Canadian Consumer Confidence Tracking (2008 to present) 
• Weekly Issue Tracking Canada (2015 to present)
• Canada-US Relations Annual Tracking (2005 to present)
• The Nanos Annual Public Policy Map (2015 to present)
• The Mood of Canada Annual Tracking Survey (2007 to present)

https://www.nanos.co/subscriptions-and-services/
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ABOUT NANOS
As one of North America’s premier market and public opinion research firms, we put 
strategic intelligence into the hands of decision makers.  The majority of our work is 
for private sector and public facing organizations and ranges from market studies, 
managing reputation through to leveraging data intelligence.   Nanos Research offers 
a vertically integrated full service quantitative and qualitative research practice to 
attain the highest standards and the greatest control over the research process. 
www.nanos.co

A public relations consultancy for executives and organizations with images to 
create, issues to manage, relationships to build, and reputations to protect in a 
digitally disrupted era. We serve senior leaders with PR counsel that is both 
strategic and social, informed by a deep understanding of analytics, content, 
communities, media, sustainability and technology.  www.signaleadership.com

This international joint venture between dimap and Nanos brings together top 
research and data experts from North American and Europe to deliver exceptional 
data intelligence to clients. The team offers data intelligence services ranging from 
demographic and sentiment microtargeting; consumer sentiment identification and 
decision conversion; and, data analytics and profiling for consumer persuasion.  
www.nanosdimap.com

NRM is an affiliate of Nanos Research and Rutherford McKay Associates. Our service 
offerings are based on decades of professional experience and extensive research 
and include public acceptance and engagement, communications audits, and 
narrative development. www.nrmpublicaffairs.com

8

http://www.nanos.co/
http://www.signaleadership.com/
http://dimap.de/en/HOMEen
http://nanos.co/
http://www.nanosdimap.com/
http://nrmpublicaffairs.com/index.html


Tracking  Sept 13 
to 15/19 Atlantic Quebec Ontario Prairies British Columbia Male Female 18 to 29 30 to 39 40 to 49 50 to 59 60 plus

Unwgt N 1238 125 286 390 255 182 657 581 195 200 204 214 425
Wgt N 1200 80 280 460 221 159 581 619 237 196 226 225 315

Justin Trudeau % 33.5
Andrew Scheer % 27.7
Jagmeet Singh % 9.1
Yves-François Blanchet % 2.4
Elizabeth May % 7.6
Maxime Bernier % 1.9
Unsure % 17.8

Available to Subscribers Only

First ranked Preferred Prime 
Minister

Total

Region Gender Age
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